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O’Day’s Five for Fall
There are many things happening at CAM headquarters and across all our fields in 2010.  And the pace of change within CAM 
continues to accelerate.  Here are the top 5 things for which we’d appreciate your prayers during this season:

1. Recasting CAM’s Image: This summer CAM officially commenced a 10-month process to recast its image to the public. 
Phil heads a CAM task force to get this done in the coming months.  Phase one gathered the opinions and sentiments 
from CAM missionaries as well as many donors and friends nationally and internationally. Pray for wisdom as we sort 
through the options and plot a course forward to the release a new brand/identity for CAM mid-year 2011.   

2. e-Minist r y Impac ts  Spa nish Spea kers Globa l ly :  
CAM has developed an e-Ministry platform aimed at following 
up and discipling new Spanish-speaking Christians online. Each 
day over one thousand Spanish-speaking believers from more 
than 90 countries request follow up in their young faith.  This 
new online target audience is accelerating the transformation of 
CAM from a regional focus to a globally-engaged mission.  Pray 
that the Lord would put favor in the eyes of a foundation that 
is considering funding as much as $350,000 for this strategic 
new ministry.

3. Multi-Purpose Ministry Center: An extreme makeover will 
transform our current conference room at CAM’s home office 
into a versatile and multi-media-capable venue, enabling CAM to 
effectively reach out to Spanish-speaking pastors, church leaders, 
and unbelievers in the Dallas area.  This will also enable us to 
better meet the training needs of the home office staff and CAM missionaries. Over 40 volunteers helped sponsor a huge 
yard sale that generated $8,000 toward the project.  Pray for approx $5,000 additional needed to complete the funding.

4. Travel Security: Travel in Mexico has always been accompanied by some degree of danger, more so than in the US, but 
due to the drug war it is getting worse. Travel anywhere in Mexico is more dangerous now than ever and will continue 
to be so for the foreseeable future. In an effort to enhance the safety of crossing the border, a restrictive travel policy was 
established for CAM personnel. Pray for the security of approx 60 CAM missionaries that live and travel in Mexico.

5. Christmas at CAM (www.christmasatcam.org): Each year during the weeks leading up to Christmas, CAM promotes 
special field projects that display the love of Christ and help advance the Gospel on the frontlines of ministry. As part 
of their Christmas giving, donors give to these projects in honor of friends and relatives, in the place of or in addition to 
other gifts. This year’s goal is to raise $35,000 toward 25 strategic projects.

Related to the year-end Christmas project goal is CAM’s need to financially end the year in the black.  The global recession 
has affected CAM’s bottom line and capacity.  Pray that the Lord would close the gap between giving and our expenses 
so that CAM may finish 2010 well and launch a new organizational identity in 2011 on solid financial ground.

 

CAM partners with Global Media Outreach (ministry of Campus 
Crusade for Christ) to reach and disciple Spanish-speakers with the 
Gospel globally.  Visit www.greatcommission2020.com to see the 
locations of people coming to Christ online in real time.
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